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BULLIONS

Bullion counter may continue to remain on volatile path 

amid mixed fundamentals. Stronger greenback and 

expectation regarding some resolution in US China 

trade war is keeping sentiment subdued. But confusion 

regarding Brexit and expectation of slowdown in global 

economy and falling US treasury yields, Middle East 

tensions will assist the prices higher. US President 

Trump commented that the 15 month trade war will get 

over sooner than people think as Chinese  were  making  

a  big  agricultural  purchases from the US. Chinese 

officials even mentioned  that  they  were  willing  to  

buy  more  US products and that the trade talks would 

Outlook

In the month of Sep, yellow metal witnessed profit 

booking at higher levels on less dovish stance by fed 

and rising greenback and possibility of some 

resolution of US China trade war .But escalating 

Middle East tensions and trade war concerns kept the 

downside capped. Fed decided to cut rates by 25bps 

but commentary was not as dovish as expected. Fed 

cited “uncertainties” about the outlook and pledged to 

act as appropriate to sustain the economic expansion. 

Though the U.S. economy continues growing at a 

"moderate" rate and the labor market "remains 

strong," the Fed said in its policy statement that it was 

cutting rates "in light of the implications of global 

developments for the economic outlook as well as 

muted inflation pressures. Also the continuous tweets 

from President Trump to cut  rates  so  as  to  support  

his  actions  of  tariffs, seemed to add more pressure on 

the Fed. Overall gold traded in range of 37280-39885 

in MCX and $1470-1566.2 in COMEX. Silver traded in 

range of $16.98-19.75 in COMEX and 43975-50672 in 

MCX. Meanwhile Bank of Japan left the interest rate 

unchanged but BoJ hinted at possible action in 

October following a slowdown in the global economy. 

The progress in US China trade war will give direction 

to the prices as U.S. and Chinese deputy trade 

negotiators resumed face-to-face talks for the first 

time in nearly two months, as the world’s two largest 

economies try to bridge deep policy differences and 

find a way out of their protracted trade war.
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At its September 18 meeting, the US central bank lowered 

the short-term Fed Funds rate by 25 basis points. The 

move was the second since July 31 when the Fed cut the 

rate for the first time in many years. Moreover, the 

statement that was released at the conclusion of the 

meeting was little changed relative to the statement that 

followed the July 31 FOMC meeting. Specifically, the 

language characterizing the current state of the economy 

was generally upbeat, and it stated that “sustained 

expansion of economic activity” is likely. However, the 

FOMC noted that “uncertainties about this outlook 

remain.” More importantly, the dots in the so-called “dot 

plot” shifted down relative to June, the last time the 

Outcome of Fed Sep meeting

Key News

Bullion counter can show range bound 

movement in the month of October also. Gold can 

take support near 37000 while taking resistance 

near 39000. Silver can take support near 44000 

while taking resistance near 48500. While in 

COMEX Gold can take support near $1400 while 

taking resistance near $1580. Comex Silver can 

take support $16 and resistance near $18.50.

yield results if  both  sides  “take  more  enthusiastic  

measures”  to show goodwill and reduce “pessimistic 

language” in their trade dispute. China’s net monthly 

gold imports via Hong Kong in August surged nearly 61%, 

after falling to their lowest in more than eight years in 

July. Moreover gold production in Russia for the first five 

months of this year rose to 101.44 tonnes from 92.56 

tonnes in the same period a year earlier. Chicago Federal 

Reserve president Charles Evans backed the Fed’s two 

recent rate cuts but feels the central bank is now “well-

positioned” to see how economic data evolves. The 

British parliament resumed  after the court ruled that the 

chamber had been unlawfully suspended by Johnson, 

who insists he will take Britain out of the EU on Oct.31 - 

with or without a deal to manage the fallout. With the 

divorce deal stalled, the EU is expecting another delay to 

Britain’s departure date after it was already postponed 

twice from the original March deadline. Gold Silver ratio 

again expanded from 80 to 86 as silver fell at faster pace 

than gold recently.

October 2019
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The next trade meeting between US and China has been 

slated for October 10 in Washington. The forthcoming 

meet is of particular importance as US President 

Donald Trump recently hinted that a deal between the 

two economies may happen sooner rather than later. 

Even a partial deal would be negative for the Gold 

prices. President Trump has now delayed imposition of 

$250 billion worth of tariffs on China yet again, from 

October 1 to October 15, as a supposed goodwill gesture.

Trump impeachment inquiry

US China trade war

Britain is five weeks away from the ruinous and 

dangerous position of leaving the European Union 

without a deal. There is no sign of the country having 

made any progress towards getting one. Boris Johnson 

did not meet the 30-day deadline set by Angela Merkel 

to come up with an alternative solution to replace the 

Irish backstop to resolve the Brexit impasse with the 

European Union. Recently he suffered a devastating 

judicial blow in the Supreme Court over an attempt to 

suspend parliament for an unprecedented five weeks at 

a time of political crisis to evade scrutiny.

Brexit concerns

The Fed may hit the pause button on a third rate cut at 

the end of October could be the first sign that other 

central bank’s may pullback back on the aggressive 

monetary policy strategy and try to get their respective 

governments to provide fiscal stimulus.

Fed may hit pause in October Fed 

meeting

committee released its projection materials.

The US House of Representatives' impeachment probe 

into President Donald Trump intensified as Trump 

raged about the inquiry and news reports suggested he 

had used additional diplomatic channels to go after his 

adversaries. The Democratic-led House initiated an 

impeachment inquiry against Trump last week after a 

whistleblower report raised concerns that Trump tried 

to leverage nearly $400 million in U.S. aid in exchange 

for investigating Biden from Ukraine's leader in July.

World gold council estimates

China’s jewellery market saw a third consecutive quarter 

of y-o-y decline. Jewellery demand in Q2 dropped 4% y-

o-y to 137.8t. When combined with the relatively soft Q1 

number, this resulted in a 3% decline in H1 demand to 

321.4tonnes.

Modest growth in Q2 jewellery demand, up 2% to 

531.7tonnes Gold jewellery consumption in Q2 2019 of 

531.7t was 2% higher than Q2 2018. Total H1 demand of 

1,061.9t was up 1% on last year’s 1,048.2t. Much of this 

growth came from India, where the jewellery market 

improved from the low base of 2018. There were a few 

areas of modest improvement, including the US and a 

handful of Middle Eastern countries, but the June price 

rally curtailed jewellery demand across many markets.

Gold demand was 1,123 tonnes (t) in Q2, up 8% y-o-y. H1 

demand jumped to a three-year high of 2,181.7t, largely 

due to record-breaking central bank purchases. Central 

bank buying and healthy ETF inflows were the driving 

forces behind gold demand throughout the first half of 

2019. Growth in H1 jewellery demand was largely the 

product of a more positive environment for Indian 

consumers. Shifts in bar and coin investment were very 

much price-related: as the gold price powered its way to 

multi-year highs, profit-taking kicked in and retail 

investment all but dried up. The technology sector 

reduced its usage of gold due to challenging global 

conditions, although the outlook is for this element of 

demand to establish something of a floor over coming 

quarters. Solid growth in both mine production and 

recycling fed into a 2% increase in total H1 gold supply.

October 2019
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Source: Reuters and SMC research

Gold demand was 1,123 tonnes (t) in Q2, up 8% y-o-y. 

H1 demand jumped to  a  three-year  high of 

2,181.7tonnes, largely due to record-breaking central 

bank purchases. Central bank buying and healthy ETF 

inflows were the driving forces behind gold demand 

throughout the first half of 2019. Growth in H1 

jewellery demand was largely the product of a more 

positive environment for Indian consumers. Shifts in 

bar and coin investment was very much price-related: 

as the gold price powered its way to multi-year highs, 

profit-taking kicked in and retail investment all but 

dried up. The technology sector reduced its usage of 

gold due to challenging global conditions, although the 

outlook is for this element of demand to establish 

something of a floor over coming quarters. Solid growth 

Central bank buying and ETF inflows boosted 

H1 demand

In China, Q2 bar and coin demand fell to 49.5t, its 

lowest level since Q3 2016, as investor worries faded 

and the gold price rallied.

Middle Eastern demand grew fractionally: several 

markets across the region improved, led by an 8% 

recovery in Egypt. Jewellery demand in Egypt 

registered its sixth consecutive quarter of y-o-y growth

amid continued improvement in the domestic 

economic environment. H1 demand totalled 12.5t – a 

level last seen in 2016.

Analysis: SPDR Gold Shares is one of the top ten 

largest holders of gold in the world. GLD is the largest 

ETF to invest directly in physical gold and has an 

extremely close relationship with spot prices at LBMA 

.SPDR Gold share ETF can move towards $190-220 in 

near term.

Gold Silver ratio

in both mine production and recycling fed into a 2% 

increase in total H1 gold supply.

Analysis: Gold silver ratio widened from 82 to above 86 

recently as silver fell at faster pace than gold. This ratio 

can further move in range of 83-90 in the month of 

October 2019.

SPDR Gold trust ETF (SPDR Gold shares)

Source: Reuters and SMC research
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